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Situation Awareness 
 

What is situation awareness? 

• Pilot’s perception and model of their current 
environment  

Why model it? 

• Can improve pilot performance through: 

• Improved aircraft and cockpit design 

• Improved pilot training 



Our Situation 

During flight, the pilot notices a nearby aircraft 
and uses context and evidence to assess whether 
it is friendly, hostile or neutral. 



Modelling Approach  

Identify the Pilot’s Model Model the Pilot’s Behaviour or 

Better for expert elicitation Better for machine learning & analysis 



Pilot’s Model 

• Expert-created structure 

 

i.e., Friendly, Hostile or Neutral 



Pilot’s Model 

• Elicited Parameters 



Model of Pilot Behaviour 

• Run experiments to collect data from pilots 

• Use machine learning to analyse data and 
develop models 

• Experiment: 

• Present pilots with context 

• Pilots can then choose order to interrogate 
variables 

• Pilots report assessment after each piece of 
evidence 



Collecting Data: Interface 

 



Collecting Data 

 

… 

… 



Learning Models of Pilot 
Behaviour 
• Used CaMML to learn models from the data 

• Several different models, including: 

• Unrestricted structure 

• Evidence variables last 

• ID variables last 

• DBN of choices 

• For curiosity, also used data to parameterise 
pilot’s model 

 



Learning: Unrestricted Structure 

Includes priors to restrict arcs in and out of highestMI (as do all nets) 



Learning: Evidence Last 



Learning: ID Last 



Learning: ID Last DBN 



Model Performance 

• Unrestricted matches data best (as expected) 

• ID Last comes close second 

Smaller = Better 



Model Performance 

• KL divergence between pilots and network 
predictions increases as pilots progress through 
the trial (for all networks) 

 



Elicited Pilot’s Model 
vs Pilot Responses 

• Elicited model gets 
several trials very 
wrong 



What affects the ID Elicited score? 
 Learn a network to find out: 

MI of variables to KL(Pilot,Elicited) 



Gaining Insight into Pilot 
Behaviour 
• How do pilots approach the evidence? 

• Which variables are most decisive? 

• Do pilots choose in conformance with MI? 

• Do pilots update in response to new 
information? 



In What Order Do Pilots 
Interrogate Variables? 



Which Variables Influence Pilot 
Assessments the Most? 
• CaMML regularly links Friendly/Hostile with IFF, 

and often with GroupPosture and GroupOrigin 

 

Hostile Friendly 

Mutual Information values from the ID-Last network: 

Suggests pilots more likely to look at GroupPosture if they suspect 
hostile (and to some extent StageInWar) 



Do Pilots Use Mutual Information? 

MI is calculated from the ID_Elicited network. Interrogation 
distributions taken from ID last network. 
 
Difficult to test because we have no real IDs. 



Do Pilots Choose the Highest MI at Each Step? 



Updating in the Face of New 
Information 

  

Changes to MI correlate well with changes in pilot choices. 
 
While pilots do change their mind about what to interrogate, it’s not 
necessarily to the highest MI variable. 

Change in highest MI interrogation distribution 

Change in 
next interrogation 
distribution 



Summary 

• Expert elicited model did not match pilot 
behaviour too badly 

• Biggest difference: IFF 

• Focussing on behaviour rather than guessing the 
pilot’s model performed better for analysis 

• Pilots focus on a few key pieces of information  

• Pilots seem to be mostly rational 

• Future work: more extensive experiments 

 

 


